CN #130-#131.
JRC Opinion (in agreement with CN #130-#131) The vibration test within the GTR-EVS
is an “in-use” test of the rechargeable electric energy storage system (REESS), which is
likely to experience vibrations during its operation potentially resulting in a safety
hazard. JRC would agree to keeping a vibration test in GTR, considering it a minimum
safety requirement. Nevertheless, this minimum safety requirement could be adjusted
by making the vibration profile more representative of what a battery is typically
exposed to in an electric vehicle (EV).
CN #132.
JRC comment/question: What is the reason of including #132? Introduces the term
“durability”; here, we are discussing the vibration test/profile in the context of “safety”.
Of course [OICA spotted it too], vibration tests will anyway be conducted for reliability
and durability. However, simulations cannot represent and substitute a real test.
132 contradicts 130
Suggestion: Delete 132  it contradicts the purpose of the test as shown in 6.2.2.1
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See CN 6.2.2.3.1
JRC Opinion (in agreement with CN 6.2.2.3.1)  Regarding the testing conditions, JRC is
in favor of performing the vibration test at the maximum normal operating state of
charge (SOC), whereas for the temperature, JRC is in favor of requiring test at room
temperature, defined as 22ºC±5ºC for the REESS-level tests in the current GTR No.20.
See CN 6.2.2.3.2
JRC Opinion (in agreement with CN 6.2.2.3.2)  If a random vibration test profile would
be considered as an alternative to the current GTR No.20 sine wave test profile, JRC
could agree on the lower and upper frequency values, i.e., 5 Hz and 200 Hz,
respectively, as proposed in both China’s and OICA’s proposals
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JRC Opinion (in agreement with CN 6.2.2.3.2)  JRC would be in favor to allow for
manufacturer vibration test profiles to be applied in the context of the GTR, with
vibration profile based on vehicle-specific vibration inputs. In that case, manufacturer’s
vibration test profiles should be accompanied with the appropriate justification
documentation – the corresponding necessary information and guidelines should be
discussed and agreed in the GTR-EVS.
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JRC comment: Documentation alone would weaken the current requirement. Technical
service still needs to perform the test.
JRC Opinion  JRC would be in favor to allow for manufacturer vibration test profiles to
be applied in the context of the GTR, with vibration profile based on vehicle-specific
vibration inputs. In that case, manufacturer’s vibration test profiles should be
accompanied with the appropriate justification documentation – the corresponding
necessary information and guidelines should be discussed and agreed in the GTR-EVS.
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JRC comment/question: Would it not be possible to be more specific defining vehicles
“other than M1, N1”?
Suggestion: to specify clearly the “other than M1, N1 vehicles” term. (For less
demanding applications what should happen?)
JRC Opinion  Based on the data shared by China on the vibration test parameters and
profiles, JRC would be in favor of requiring different vibration test parameters for
category M1, N1 vehicles as compared to vehicles of other categories. Nevertheless, JRC
would welcome more data, also from other stakeholders, to demonstrate the need for
such differentiation and to define the vibration test parameters for vehicles of categories
other than M1, N1.
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Question: What is meant specifically with the term “vehicle type”? Is there any link with
type approval?
JRC Opinion  JRC would be in favor to allow for manufacturer vibration test profiles to
be applied in the context of the GTR, with vibration profile based on vehicle-specific
vibration inputs. In that case, manufacturer’s vibration test profiles should be
accompanied with the appropriate justification documentation – the corresponding
necessary information and guidelines should be discussed and agreed in the GTR-EVS.
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